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Assets.SimpleLocalization Namespace

**Assembly:** Assembly-CSharp (in Assembly-CSharp.dll)
Classes
Version Information
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Asset usage example.

**Namespace:** Assets.SimpleLocalization  
**Assembly:** Assembly-CSharp (in Assembly-CSharp.dll)
Syntax
Inheritance Hierarchy
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Asset usage example.

The following tables list the members exposed by the Example type.
Public Methods
Fields
See Also
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Example Methods

Example Class  See Also
Public Methods
See Also
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Called on app start.
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Write a review.
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Example.SetLocalization Method

See Also

Change localization at runtime

**Namespace:** [Assets.SimpleLocalization](#)
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Example Fields

Example Class  See Also
Fields
See Also
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Namespace: Assets.SimpleLocalization
Assembly: Assembly-CSharp (in Assembly-CSharp.dll)
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LocalizationManager Class
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Localization manager.

The following tables list the members exposed by the LocalizationManager type.
Public Properties
Public Methods
Public Events
See Also
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LocalizationManager Properties

LocalizationManager Class  See Also
Public Properties
See Also
Get or set language.

**Namespace:** Assets.SimpleLocalization  
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LocalizationManager Methods

LocalizationManager Class  See Also
Public Methods
See Also
Set default language.
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Get localized value by localization key.
Overload List
See Also
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LocalizationManager.Read Method

See Also

Read localization spreadsheets.
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LocalizationManager Events

LocalizationManager Class  See Also
Public Events
See Also
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Fired when localization changed.
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LocalizedDropdown Class

Localize dropdown component.
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Syntax
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LocalizedDropdown Members

Localize dropdown component.

The following tables list the members exposed by the LocalizedDropdown type.
Public Methods
Fields
See Also
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LocalizedDropdown Methods

LocalizedDropdown Class  See Also
Public Methods
See Also
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LocalizedDropdown.OnDestroy Method
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Syntax
Version Information
See Also
LocalizedDropdown.Start Method
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LocalizedDropdown Fields

LocalizedDropdown Class  See Also
Fields
See Also
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LocalizationKeys Field

See Also

Namespace: Assets.SimpleLocalization
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Syntax
Version Information
See Also
LocalizedText Class

namespace Assets.SimpleLocalization

See Also
Syntax
Inheritance Hierarchy
Version Information
See Also
LocalizedText Members

LocalizedText Class  Methods  Fields  See Also

Localize text component.
The following tables list the members exposed by the LocalizedText type.
Public Methods
Fields
See Also
LocalizedText Methods

LocalizedText Class  See Also
Public Methods
See Also
LocalizedText.OnDestroy Method

See Also
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Namespace: Assets.SimpleLocalization
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Syntax
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LocalizedText Fields

LocalizedText Class  See Also
Fields
See Also
Namespace: Assets.SimpleLocalization
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Syntax
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LocalizationManager.Localize (String) Method

See Also

Get localized value by localization key.
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LocalizationManager.Localize (String, Object()) Method

See Also

Get localized value by localization key.
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